Sporadic, non-modal chromosomal spreads may be either hypomodal, in which the number of chromosomes is less than the modal number, or hypermodal, with more than the mode. Hypermodals occur less frequently than hypomodals in routine lymphocytic preparations. The hypomodal spread has generally been considered to be a technical artefact resulting from random loss during the preparation of slides by the splash technique. In contrast, the less frequently occurring hypermodal spread may originate differently and be meaningful. Previously, we called attention to the possibility of their non-random occurrence among the subJects studied in a clinical cytogenetic laboratory.'
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We showed that the frequency of sporadic, hypermodal spreads from the parents of aneuploid offspring significantly exceeded that found in comparison populations. We suggested mitotic nondisjunction as the origin of these spreads after eliminating other possibilities. Predisposition to lymphocytic mitotic non-disjunction in vitro might reflect an inherent tendency towards nondisjunction, including meiotic non-disjunction which leads to an aneuploid conceptus. An aneuploid conceptus will be either liveborn, with considerable probability of physical and mental abnormalities, or spontaneously aborted. The 
Results
Approximately 6% of the spreads of all subjects were hypomodal. We examined the general chromosomal distribution in a hypomodal spread and identified the loss. The deficiencies involved all chromosomes at frequencies nearly inversely proportional to relative chromosomal length. We attributed the deficiencies in the sporadic hypomodals to loss during slide preparation.
At least two microscopists examined every hypermodal spread to evaluate the distribution, to identify the type of additional chromosome, and to compare it, or them in the few instances of two additional chromosomes, to all others in the spread. We also compared homologues for their similarity of staining, position within the spread, and contracted state. Such microscopic and photomicroscopic comparisons provided the bases for discounting the spurious hypermodal spread where the contraction of one chromosome was strikingly different from its homologues, or where the peripheral position of a chromosome argued against its belonging in that spread. Table 1 shows that there were 44 hypermodals among 717 subjects and their 21 841 spreads; therefore, the frequency was 1 in 496. There was no evident temporal, sequential, or personnel pattern to the discovery of these spreads. Cultures from 34 of the 717 subjects had one hypermodal spread, five had two, and none had more than two. These were observed in 22 males and 17 females. Table 2 shows the distribution of the hypermodal spreads by the number of additional chromosomes (1, 2, or 3), by the chromosomal number, and by the sex. Hypermodality occurred among most of the autosomes in both sexes; however, X, Y, and 21 were most frequently involved. The five subjects with two hypermodals each were (1) a male with two spreads with an extra Y; (2) two females with two spreads with an additional X; (3) a female with one +21 and one +i(llq); and (4) a male with one spread with two additional chromosomes 19 and another with an unidentified fragment.
Hypermodal spreads occurred at a frequency of Womnen older than 35 years have more than a 0-5% chance of producing a child with a clinically significant chromosomal abnormality.9 However, fewer than 5% of births occur to women over 35 years"' and, similarly, fewer than 50% of trisomy 21 births come from such woien." Moreover, apart from the uncommon carrier of relevant types of translocations and possibly certain chromosomal variants, no female or male under 35 years can now be recognised as being at increased risk for primary meiotic non-disjunction.
In addition to the parents of a liveborn aneuploid child, couples experiencing spontaneous abortion constitute another group with meiotic nondisjunction. In an earlier report based on fewer studies,2 we showed that the frequency of hypermodal spreads among couples having recurrent spontaneous abortion exceeded that of comparison groups, and the present data enlarge and confirm that finding. Allen et al'2 have observed a similarly increased frequency of sporadic hypermodals among persons referred for spontaneous abortions. However, in their report a small group of parents of aneuploids did not show hypermodals.
We believe that couples who have recurrent spontaneous abortion and whose lymphocytic cultures reveal a sporadic hypermodal may constitute a sub-population among all couples with reproductive wastage who may be at increased risk of meiotic non-disj;unction. Perhaps they have an inherent tendency to non-disj unction. Consequently, we believe that they should be considered for antenatal investigation and appropriately counselled, regardless of age.
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